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ABSTRACT  
The adoption of smart / adaptive antenna techniques in future wireless systems is expected to have a significant 

impact on the efficient use of the spectrum, the minimization of the cost of establishing new wireless networks, the 

optimization of service quality and realization of transparent operation across multi technology wireless networks 

.This paper presents brief account on smart antenna (SA) system and its role in 4G wireless technology. Smart 

Antenna technology is one of the most vital developments in mobile communication. SAs cancel out most of the co-

channel interference resulting in better quality of reception and lower dropped calls. This paper mainly concentrates 

on use of smart antennas in mobile communications that enhances the capabilities of the mobile and cellular system 

such a faster bit rate, multi use interference, space division multiplexing (SDMA), increase in range, Multi path 

Mitigation, reduction of errors due to multi path fading and with one great advantage that is a very high security. 

The application of smart antennas such as in WI-FI transmitter, Discrete Multi Tone modulation, OFDMA and TD-

SCDMA is already in real world use is also incorporated in this paper. 
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I INTRODUCTION  

 

In view of explosive growth in the number of digital cellular subscribers, service providers are becoming 

increasingly concerned with the limited capacities of their existing networks. This concern has led to the deployment 

of smart antenna systems throughout major metropolitan cellular markets. These smart antenna systems have 

typically employed multi beam technologies to provide substantial performance improvements in FDMA, TDMA 

and CDMA networks. The advantage of SAs application in cellular systems are decreased inter symbol interference, 

decreased co-channel interference & adjacent channel interference, improved bit error rate (due to decreased amount 

of multipath and ISI), increase in receiver sensitivity, reduction in power consumption & RF pollution. 

  

In a cellular system, omni-directional antennas have traditionally been used at base stations to enhance the coverage 

area of the base stations but it also leads a gross wastage of power that in-fact is the main cause of co channel 

interference at neighboring base stations. A smart antenna is an array of elements connected to a digital signal 
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processor. Such a configuration dramatically enhances the capacity of a wireless link through a combination of 

diversity gain, array gain, and interference suppression. Increased capacity translates to higher data rates for a given 

number of users or more users for a given data rate per user. Figure 1 shows a comprehensive view of a smart 

antenna. 

 

1.1 SMART ANTENNA 

 

A smart antenna system combines an antenna array with a digital signal-processing capability to transmit and receive 

in an adaptive, spatially sensitive manner. In other words, such a system can automatically change the directionality 

of its radiation patterns in response to its signal environment. This can dramatically increase the performance 

characteristics (such as capacity) of a wireless system. 

 

1.2 Features and Benefits of Smart Antenna Systems 

Features of SA: 

 Signal Gain: Inputs from multiple antennas are combined to optimize available power required to establish 

given level of coverage. 

 Interference Rejection: Antenna pattern can be generated toward co channel interference sources, 

improving the signal-to-interference ratio of the received signals. 

 Spatial Diversity: Composite information from the array is used to minimize fading and other undesirable 

effects of multipath propagation. 

 Power Efficiency: combines the inputs to multiple elements to optimize available processing gain in the 

downlink (toward the user). 

 

      Benefits of SA: 

 

 Better Range / Coverage: Focusing the energy sent out into the cell increases base station range 

and coverage. Lower power requirements also enable a greater battery life and smaller/lighter 

handset size. 

 Increased Capacity: Precise control of signal nulls quality and mitigation of interference combine 

to frequency reuse reduce distance (or cluster size), improving capacity. Certain adaptive 

technologies (such as space division multiple access) support the reuse of frequencies within the 

same cell. 

 Multipath Rejection: can reduce the effective delay spread of the channel, allowing higher bit 

rates to be supported without the use of an equalizer, improved bit error rate (due to decreased 

amount of multipath and ISI). 
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 Reduced Expense: Lower amplifier costs, power consumption, and higher reliability will result. Lower 

power consumption reduces not only interferences but also reduces RF pollution (ease health hazard). 

It will also result in reduction of scares energy resources and save foreign currency. 

 

1.3 Types of Smart Antenna Systems 

Smart antenna system technology includes intelligent antennas, phased array, SDMA, spatial processing, digital 

beam forming, adaptive antenna systems, and others. Smart antenna systems are customarily categorized, however, 

as either switched beam or adaptive array systems. The following are distinctions between the two major categories 

of smart antennas regarding the choices in transmit strategy: 

• Switched Beam—a finite number of fixed, predefined patterns or combining strategies (sectors) 

• Adaptive Array—an infinite number of patterns (scenario-based) that are adjusted in real time. 

1.4 Need of Adaptive Array Antenna  

Adaptive antenna technology represents the most advanced smart antenna approach to date. The adaptive system 

takes advantage of its ability to effectively locate and track various types of signals to dynamically minimize 

interference and maximize intended signal reception. 

 

 
Fig 1. Adaptive Array Antenna 

 

Out of various antennas, the adaptive array antenna system provides optimal gain while simultaneously identifying, 

tracking, and minimizing interfering signals. Adaptive Array Coverage: A representative depiction of a main lobe 

extending toward user with a null directed toward a co-channel interferer as shown in fig (1). 

II ISDMA (SPATIAL DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESSES) 

SDMA is the most sophisticated utilization of smart antenna technology. SDMA is a MIMO (Multiple-Input and 

Multiple-Output, a multiple antenna schematic architecture)-based wireless communication network architecture. It 

creates different beam for each user. This means more than one user can be allocated to same physical 

communication channel in the same cell simultaneously with only an angle separation. This is accomplished as 
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shown in fig.2 Thus, the spatial dimension can be exploited as a hybrid multiple access technique complementing 

existing multiple access schemes such as frequency division multiple access (FDMA), TDMA, and CDMA.  

 

 

Fig 2. Block diagram of SDMA system 

 

This approach is usually referred to space division multiple access (SDMA). Thus, it will increase the system 

capacity significantly. The concept of the SDMA scheme is demonstrated by TSUNAMI project. In comparison with 

a single beam antenna, the frequency reuse is increased by a factor 4/3 using a four-beam antenna and of 12/3 by a 

12-beam antenna. In Japan, asix-beam satellite antenna is used for 22 GHz band Satellite broadcasting. Among the 

most sophisticated utilizations of smart antenna technology is SDMA, which employs advanced processing 

techniques to effect locate and track fixed or mobile terminals, adaptively steering transmission signals toward users 

and away from interferers. In essence, the scheme can adapt the frequency allocations to where the most users are 

located. 

 

 
 

Fig 3. Fully Adaptive Spatial Processing, Supporting Two Users on the Same Conventional Channel 

Simultaneously in the Same Cell 
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III APPLICATION IN MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS 

A space-time processor (smart „antenna‟) is capable of forming transmit/receive beams towards the mobile of 

interest. At the same time it is possible to place spatial nulls in the direction of unwanted interferences. This 

capability can be used to improve the performance of a mobile communication system. 

3.1 Increased Antenna Gain 

The ‟smart‟ antenna forms transmit and receive beams. Therefore, the ‟smart‟ antenna has a higher gain than a 

conventional omni-directional antenna. The higher gain can be used to either increase the effective coverage, or to 

increase the receiver sensitivity, which in turn can be exploited to reduce transmit power and electromagnetic 

Radiation in the network . 

3.2  Decreased inter symbol interference 

Multipath propagation in mobile radio environments leads to ISI. Using transmit and receive beams that are directed 

towards the mobile of interest reduces the amount of Multipath and ISI. Figure 5 shows the interference reduction of 

interest. At the same time it is possible to place spatial nulls in the direction of unwanted interferences. This 

capability can be used to improve the performance of a mobile communication system. 

IV MIMO SMART ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY IN 4G COMMUNICATION 

In the mobile communication system, multipath and multipath delay is expanded is subject problems existing in the 

mobile communication. Multipath propagation will cause signals to decline seriously, it causes inter symbol 

interference that time delay will be expanded, this will influence the quality of the communication link seriously. The 

Smart antennas can improve the quality of the periodic line through utilizing multi path, increase the system capacity 

by reducing mutual interference, and allow different aerials to launch different data. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4. Different technology in wireless communication using smart antenna 
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The use of many aerial technologies is to reduce multiple access interference in 3G based on CDMA technology 

effectively, can increase CDMA system capacity to deal with greatly when being empty. According to the 

remarkable manifestation in improving the spectral utilization factor, the hot subject in MIMO and Smart antennas 

develop as 4G. This literary grace is bound with MIMO system with the Smart antennas, the management alternative 

of the signal when it is empty to provide the multi-input multi-output Smart antennas transceiver, it is discussed that 

the advantage of the Smart antennas and development trend of the Smart antennas in the future explained the 

question that will meet in the design at the same time. In a word, use the technology of the Smart antennas to 

improve the characteristic of the future mobile communication system greatly possibly. 

 

V CONCLUSION 

In conclusion to this paper “Smart Antenna” systems are the antennas with intelligence and the radiation pattern can 

be varied without being mechanically changed. The narrow beams get rid of interference, allowing many users to be 

connected with in the same cell at the same time using the same frequencies and can adapt the frequency allocation 

to where the most users are located. With adaptive beam forming, spectral efficiency of the cell could be multiplied 

at least ten times. Smart antennas effectively reduce the power consumption which in turn avoids RF pollution, 

minimize health hazard and save scarce resource (diesel & foreign exchange). Indeed it has been argued that 

performance requirement of a future cellular communication system cannot be made without the use of smart 

antennas. 
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